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2022 TRENDS:
RETAIL & COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

Early signs for the retail industry are
already showing indicators of what may
be to come in 2022 for commercial real
estate. From a decrease in store closures
across retail (down 65% compared to last
year) to an increase in store openings
(up 3% from last year), there is a lot to
look forward to, and hopefully, these
trends will continue, bolstered by strong
consumer demand. Here are just a few of
the trends to watch in 2022 in retail and
commercial real estate:
Better Relationships Between
Companies & Their Workforce
Finding workers in the past year was difficult for many retailers – from warehouse workers to
floor workers to delivery drivers – however, this has pushed for better relationships,
communication, and benefits from many companies to their workforce.
Though higher wages are helpful and a good draw for many workers, improving the company’s
overall connection with the faces and hands of the business has shown to often be the
difference between understaffing and a smooth schedule.

More Investment & Expansion of Supply Chains
As the last year has clearly shown, supply chain disruptions can have a huge impact on
businesses, profits, and commerce in general. From labor shortages to demand surges and
other unforeseen variables, many retailers had a difficult time keeping up with their shelves and
their customers’ needs.
Even the simple movement of items came to a standstill multiple times in 2021, though that
congestion is expected to continue to lessen throughout 2022.
The problems of last year gave insight for this year and beyond, meaning many companies are
re-evaluating and considering investment into supply chains to strengthen them and find more
efficient ways to avoid future breakdowns. (Continue Reading)

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
HOW IT CAN PROTECT AGAINST INFLATION
A report by the Bureau of Labor Statistics reveals that the consumer price index rose by 7% in
December, the eighth consecutive month in which the inflation rate is greater than 5%.
Economists say that these numbers will continue to rise in 2022.
As commodity prices increase with inflation,
so do real estate prices. Property investors
must ensure that their assets yield higher
returns than the current or predicted inflation
rate in such scenarios.
Commercial real estate (CRE) investments
surged in popularity for this reason. Its
consistent cashflow provides investors a good
hedge against inflation, and this article explains
how.
Rental Income Increases with Inflation
As established, rising inflation leads to
rising prices – this includes rental rates for
commercial properties. An increase in rental
rate will hold positive value for CREs as long
as operating expenses remain constant.
Moreover, as net operating income increases,
the property value will follow suit. As long
as this value outpaces the inflation rate, the
investment will not be eroded while holding
CRE assets. (Continue Reading)

NEW TO THE MARKET:
AMC THEATRE • GREATER BOSTON MSA
PRICE:

$7,566,855

NOI:

$522,113

CAP:

6.9%

ADDITIONAL INFO

CHICK-FIL-A • GREATER ATLANTA MSA
PRICE:

$2,318,182

NOI:

$89,250

CAP:

3.85%

ADDITIONAL INFO

TWO TENANT OFFICE BUILDING • WI
PRICE:

$11,755,075

NOI:

$922,773

CAP:

7.85%

ADDITIONAL INFO

